The Jewish Publication Society has an active online community and we welcome you
to join the conversation. Our website, jps.org (more links below), offers information
on all available JPS books as well as author interviews, videos, and the latest
information about donor opportunities. Join us for up-to-the-minute news and sales
on Facebook (facebook.com/JewishPublicationSociety/) and Twitter (@JewishPub).
Share your thoughts about books with thousands of involved readers. We are waiting
to hear from you.
• The JPS Story
jps.org/about/the-jps-story/
• The JPS Tanakh Customer Guide
jps.org/resources/tanakh-customer-guide/
• The JPS Essential Reference Library
nebraskapress.unl.edu/jps-essential-reference-library/
• The Best of JPS
jps.org/resources/the-best-of-jps-2/
• JPS Classics: Old and New
youtube.com/watch?v=xhSWqClW9Kk&feature=youtu.be
youtube.com/watch?v=sv72gfZ_GRQ
• JPS Call to Authors
jps.org/authors/call-to-authors/
• Dedicating a Book
jps.org/support/dedicate-a-book/
• Recordings of JPS webinars
jps.org/support/webinars/

JPS preserves the legacy of many of the twentieth century’s greatest Jewish thinkers,
including Abraham Joshua Heschel, Mordecai Kaplan, and Joseph Soloveitchik. To learn
about how you can help in this effort by joining the JPS Heritage Circle, while acquiring a
personalized JPS Legacy Library, please contact director Rabbi Barry Schwartz at
215-832-0607 or bschwartz@jps.org.
To make a tax-deductible donation to JPS or to inquire about supporting a program or
a book publication, please contact Rabbi Schwartz or visit jps.org.

Are you building a Jewish home library?
Look for the yad symbol for JPS recommendations:

New

The JPS Jewish Heritage
Torah Commentary
RABBI ELI L. GARFINKEL
A must-have for deeper engagement
with Torah

The JPS Jewish Heritage Torah Commentary shows
Jews of all ages and backgrounds that the Jewish
people’s most significant book is not dusty and
irrelevant but an eternally sacred text wholly
pertinent to our modern lives. Designed to keep
the attention of all readers, each lively essay is
both brief enough to be read in minutes and
deep and substantive enough to deliver abundant food for thought.
Its cornerstone is its unique four-part
meditation on the Jewish heritage. After briefly
summarizing a Torah portion, the commentary
orbits that portion through four central pillars
of Jewish life—the Torah (Torat Yisrael), the land
of Israel (Eretz Yisrael), the Jewish people (Am
Yisrael), and Jewish thought (Mahshevet Yisrael)—
illuminating how the four intersect and enrich
one another. Furthering the Jewish thought
motif, every essay ends with two questions for
thought well suited for discussion settings.
Each commentary can be used as the launchpad for a lesson, a sermon, a d’var Torah, or
a discussion.
Readers from beginners to experts will come
away with new understandings of our Jewish
heritage—and be inspired to draw closer to its
four dimensions.
Rabbi Eli L. Garfinkel is the spiritual leader
of Temple Beth El in Somerset, New Jersey.
He is the author of three books used by the
Ramah camps: Mikraot Ramah, a summer camp
commentary on the Torah for teen campers and
adult staffs; Dim’ot Ramah, a companion volume
on Lamentations; and Torat Ramah, a commentary for younger campers.

“The JPS Jewish Heritage Torah Commentary
promises to become an indispensable
component of the modern Jewish library.
This expansive, accessible, masterful, and
truly inspiring volume is certain to make
the study of Torah personally relevant
nd meaningful to a wide audience of grateful learners, both teachers and students,
for years to come.”—Rabbi Oren J. Hayon,
senior rabbi, Congregation Emanu
El, Houston
“On behalf of every rabbi, Jewish educator,
and inquiring mind: Thank you, Rabbi
Garfinkel, for this extraordinary contribution to Torah study! Readable and relevant,
every page is brimming with scholarship,
creativity, inspiration, and love—a musthave for anyone looking to deepen their
engagement with Jewish texts or tradition.”
—Rabbi Elliot Cosgrove, Park Avenue
Synagogue, New York City

JUNE
408 pp. • 8 x 10
$34.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1267-9

ALSO OF INTEREST

JPS B'nai Mitzvah Torah Commentary
Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1252-5

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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New

Thinking about
Good and Evil
Jewish Views from Antiquity to Modernity
RABBI WAYNE ALLEN
Why good people suffer and evildoers prosper:
millennia of Jewish answers

“Rabbi Wayne Allen translates a lifetime
of deep reflection about the most vexing
question posed for Jewish faith, and
indeed all religious faith, into an exceptional encounter with the myriad
thinkers who have struggled with it.”
—James A. Diamond, author of Jewish
Theology Unbound
“Thinking about Good and Evil is impressive
for its comprehensiveness, scholarship,
accessibility, and originality—dealing
with sources largely if not completely
ignored, usually because they have never
before been translated into English.”
—Rabbi David Novak, author of
Jewish Justice
“A comprehensive, learned, and clear
exploration of Judaism’s many answers to
the most difficult question: why does God
permit evil? Both novices and scholars will
find much here to stimulate their thoughts
and stir their souls.”—Rabbi David Wolpe,
Sinai Temple, Los Angeles

M AY
456 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 indexes
$34.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1471-0

The most comprehensive book on the topic,
Thinking about Good and Evil traces the most
salient Jewish ideas about why innocent people
seem to suffer, why evil individuals seem to
prosper, and God’s role in such matters of (in)
justice, from antiquity to the present.
Starting with the Bible and Apocrypha, Rabbi
Wayne Allen takes us through the Talmud;
medieval Jewish philosophers and Jewish mystical sources; the Ba’al Shem Tov and his disciples; early modern thinkers such as Spinoza,
Mendelssohn, and Luzzatto; and, finally,
modern thinkers such as Cohen, Buber, Kaplan,
and Plaskow. Each chapter analyzes individual
thinkers’ arguments and synthesizes their collective ideas on the nature of good and evil and
questions of justice. Allen also exposes vastly
divergent Jewish thinking about the Holocaust:
traditionalist (e.g., Ehrenreich), revisionist
(e.g., Rubinstein, Jonas), and deflective (e.g.,
Soloveitchik, Wiesel).
The conclusion includes Jewish answers as
to why there is evil in the world and why human
beings suffer, summarizing this engaging,
accessible volume, which illuminates wellknown, obscure, and novel Jewish solutions to
the problem of good and evil.
Rabbi Wayne Allen serves as the co-chair of the
Rabbinics Department of the Anne and Max
Tanenbaum Community Hebrew Academy of
Toronto. He is the author of Prescription for an
Ailing World and Perspectives on Jewish Law and
Contemporary Issues, among other books.

ALSO OF INTEREST

Thinking about God
Jewish Views
Rabbi Kari H. Tuling
$32.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1301-0
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Sanctified Sex

The Two-Thousand-Year Jewish Debate on
Marital Intimacy
NOAM SACHS ZION
Marital Lovemaking: The Jewish Debate

Sanctified Sex draws on two thousand years of
rabbinic debates addressing competing aspirations for loving intimacy, passionate sexual
union, and sanctity in marriage. What can
Judaism contribute to our struggles to nurture
love relationships? What halakhic precedents
are relevant, and how are rulings changing?
The rabbis, of course, seldom agree.
Underlying their arguments are perennial
debates: What kind of marital sex qualifies as
ideal—sacred self-control of sexual desire or the
holiness found in emotional and erotic intimacy? Is intercourse degrading in its physicality or
the highest act of spiritual/mystical union? And
should women or men (or both) wield ultimate
say about what transpires in bed?
Noam Sachs Zion guides us chronologically
and steadily through fraught terrain: seminal
biblical texts and their Talmudic interpretations; Talmud tales of three unusual rabbis and
their marital bedrooms; medieval codifiers and
mystical commentators; ultra-Orthodox rabbis
clashing with one another over radically divergent ideals; and, finally, contemporary rabbis of
varied denominations wrestling with modern
transformations in erotic lifestyles and values.
Invited into these sanctified and often sexually
explicit discussions with our ancestors and
contemporaries, we encounter innovative Jewish
teachings on marital intimacy, ardent lovemaking techniques, and the art of couple communication vital for matrimonial success.
Noam Sachs Zion has been a senior research
fellowat the Shalom Hartman Institute in
Jerusalemsince 1978 and taught on the faculty
of the Rabbinic Enrichment Center. His popular
publications include the best seller A Different
Night: The Family Participation Haggadah.

“Noam Zion has written another classic.
This uncensored treasure trove of insights
from the full spectrum of tradition—
shaped to enhance the pleasure of sex and
the development of intimacy—is to be savored, reflected on, discussed, and applied
to life.”—Blu Greenberg and Yitz Greenberg, authors respectively of On Women and
Judaism and The Jewish Way
“Combining exacting, serious textual
analysis with entertaining, often comical
stories of rabbis and their sexual habits,
Noam Zion takes us for a ride through
the highways and byways of the Jewish
erotic imagination. He deserves high
praise for his erudition, creativity, and
courage.” —Shaul Magid, author of
American Post-Judaism
“Engage your mind, open your heart, and
take this book to your bed!”—Rachel Biale,
author of Women and Jewish Law
AU G U S T
584 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index
$36.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1466-6

ALSO OF INTEREST

Talmud of Relationships, Volume 1
God, Self, and Family
Rabbi Amy Scheinerman
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1264-8

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Contested Utopia
Jewish Dreams and Israeli Realities
MARC J. ROSENSTEIN
A novel look at the identity struggles of the
modern Jewish state

“In this fascinating study of the utopian
roots within both traditional Judaism and
Zionism, Rosenstein offers a lens into the
identity struggles of the modern Jewish
state. An important contribution to the
Israeli bookshelf.”—Yossi Klein Halevi,
author of Like Dreamers
“Rosenstein takes readers on a stimulating
excursion through a fascinating cluster
of utopian visions that anticipated what
subsequently became the State of Israel.
His juxtaposition of these competing versions of ‘what might be’ with the realities
that emerged is well worth pondering.”
—Deborah Dash Moore, professor of
Judaic Studies, University of Michigan
“Contested Utopia will help to shape discourse around the future of the Jewish
state for a long time.”—Rabbi Lisa Grant,
director, Rabbinical Program, Hebrew
Union College–Jewish Institute of Religion, New York

This first book to examine the Jewish state
through the lens of Jewish utopian thought, from
its biblical beginnings to modernity, offers a
fresh perspective on the political, religious, and
geopolitical life of Israel. As Marc J. Rosenstein
argues, the Jewish people’s collective memories,
desires, hopes, and faith have converged to
envision an ideal life in the Land of Israel—but,
critically, the legacy is a kaleidoscope of conflicting
(and sometimes overlapping) visions. And after
three millennia of imagining utopia, it is almost
impossible for Jews to respond to Israel’s realities
without being influenced—even unconsciously—
by these images.
Charting the place of utopian thought in
Judaism, Rosenstein then illustrates, with original
texts, diverse utopian visions of the Jewish state:
Torah state (Yavetz), holy community (based on
nostalgic memories of the medieval community),
national-cultural home (Lewinsky), “normal”
state (Herzl), socialist paradise (Syrkin), anarchy
(Jabotinsky), and a polity defined by Israel’s historic or divinely ordained borders. Analyzing how
these disparate utopian visions collide in Israel’s
attempts to chart policy and practice regarding the
Sabbath, social welfare, immigration, developing versus conserving the land, and the IsraelDiaspora relationship yields novel perspectives on
contemporary flashpoints. His own utopian vision
offers a further entryway for both Israelis and
Diaspora Jews into more informed and nuanced
conversations about the “Jewish state.”
Marc J. Rosenstein is the former director of both
the Israel Rabbinical Program at Hebrew Union
College in Jerusalem and the Galilee Foundation
for Value Education. He is the author of Turning
Points in Jewish History (JPS, 2018) and Galilee Diary:
Reflections on Daily Life in Israel.

M A RC H
328 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 maps, 1 table, index
$30.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1472-7
ALSO OF INTEREST

Turning Points in Jewish History
Marc J. Rosenstein
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1263-1
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Recently Released

NEW IN PAPER BACK

The Jews Should
Keep Quiet

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Rabbi Stephen S.
Wise, and the Holocaust
RAFAEL MEDOFF

Based on recently discovered documents,
The Jews Should Keep Quiet reassesses the hows
and whys behind the Franklin D. Roosevelt
administration’s fateful policies during the
Holocaust. Rafael Medoff delves into difficult
truths: with FDR’s consent, the administration deliberately suppressed immigration far
below the limits of U.S. law and refused to
drop bombs on the railways leading to
Auschwitz even though planes were minutes
away. He also reveals how the relationship
between the president and America’s foremost Jewish leader, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise,
affected America’s response to the genocide.
“The culmination of more than three decades
of research, and it is devastating. Few readers
will come away from Rafael Medoff ’s book
without their view of FDR having been significantly changed."—David G. Dalin, Jewish
Review of Books
“Medoff assembles facts and footnotes like a
bricklayer. He wants his edifice to last.”
—Mark Horowitz, Commentary
408 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1519-9

The Star and the Scepter
A Diplomatic History of Israel
EMMANUEL NAVON
The first all-encompassing book on Israel’s
foreign policy and the diplomatic history
of the Jewish people, The Star and the Scepter
retraces and explains the interactions of Jews
with other nations from the ancient kingdoms
of Israel to modernity. In our times Navon elucidates Israel’s complex relations with Europe,
the United States, Russia, Asia, Africa, Latin
America, the United Nations, and the Jewish
diasporas and considers how twenty-firstcentury energy geopolitics is transforming
Israel’s foreign relations.
“This is a diplomatic history like no other.
Emmanuel Navon takes us through the whole
of the Jewish experience, from remotest antiquity to the present, drawing out the beliefs and
events that explain Israel’s approach to foreign states and world powers today. If Israel is
to flourish, even survive, it will have to learn
the lessons this unique book teaches about the
past. A tour de force.”—Martin Kramer, chair
of Middle Eastern and Islamic studies,
Shalem College
“Emmanuel Navon’s far-ranging work on
Israeli and Jewish diplomacy through the
centuries helps us better appreciate the
political and moral implications of Israeli
efforts to win acceptance among the nations.”
—Yossi Klein Halevi, senior fellow, Shalom
Hartman Institute
536 pp. • 6 x 9 • 18 maps, 1 glossary, index
$36.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1506-9
Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Recently Released

Jewish Bible Translations
Personalities, Passions,
Politics, Progress

LEONARD GREENSPOON
Jewish Bible Translations is the first book-length
history and analysis of Jewish Bible translations from the third century BCE to our day.
Leonard Greenspoon delves into the historical, cultural, linguistic, and religious contexts
of translations in eleven languages—Arabic,
Aramaic, English, French, German, Greek,
Hungarian, Italian, Russian, Spanish, and
Yiddish; differentiates the various principles,
styles, and techniques of translation; and
enables informed evaluation of individual versions as well as a holistic assessment of Bible
translation within Judaism.
“Translating their Bible has been a major
cultural activity of Jewish communities for
well over two thousand years and on several
continents, and yet few Jews today know
about this history or why it matters. This
massively learned but accessible volume
admirably fills that glaring gap. I highly
recommend it to Jewish and Gentile readers
alike!”—Jon D. Levenson, author of Inheriting
Abraham: The Legacy of the Patriarch in Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam
328 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 Indexes
$35.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1312-6
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Thinking about
the Prophets
A Philosopher Reads the Bible
KENNETH SEESKIN
Rethinking the great literary prophets whose
ministry ran from the eighth to the sixth centuries BCE—Amos, Hosea, First Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, Second Isaiah, and Job—Thinking about
the Prophets examines their often-shocking
teachings in light of their times, their influence on later thinkers, and their enduring
lessons for all of us. These profound thinkers
of the human condition raise questions about
the nature of moral reasoning, the diverse
persona, divine providence, the suffering of the
innocent, the power of repentance, and what it
means to believe in a monotheistic conception
of God.
“Thinking about the Prophets is a significant contribution to understanding the institution of
Israelite prophecy as fundamentally an ethical
project and to understanding the prophets as
moral thinkers taking their rightful place in the
long history of moral social thinkers in the Jewish and Western philosophical tradition.”
—Steven P. Kepnes, professor of world
religions and of religion and Jewish studies,
Colgate University
176 pp. • 6 x 9
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1505-2

Recently Released

Jews and Germans
Promise, Tragedy, and the
Search for Normalcy
GUENTER LEWY
Jews and Germans is the only book in English
to describe the history and challenges of the
German-Jewish relationship from before the
Holocaust through today. Were the Weimar
Republic years (1918–33) truly reciprocal for
Jews and Germans? In the aftermath of the
Holocaust, how has that complex relationship evolved?
“An impressive work—comprehensive and
magisterial in its overview and detail. Moreover, having lived these tragic events, Lewy
generously shares his personal experience,
making this a unique and valuable source
book that every informed reader and library
must have.”—Peter Loewenberg, professor
of history at the University of California–
Los Angeles
“Everything Lewy explores, he illuminates,
bringing serious scholarship, clarity,
intellectual balance, careful consideration
of even the most controversial of issues, and
insights galore to the most complex of relationships: between Germans and Jews.”
—Michael Berenbaum, professor of Jewish
studies at American Jewish University
280 pp. • 6 x 9 • 17 photographs,
2 illustrations, 1 table
$35.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1503-8

The Biblical Hero
Portraits in Nobility and Fallibility
ELLIOTT RABIN
Approaching the Bible in an original way—
comparing biblical heroes to heroes in world
literature—Elliott Rabin ruminates on the
Bible’s lessons about what it means to be a
hero. Focusing on the lives of Moses, Samson,
David, Esther, Abraham, and Jacob, Rabin
examines their resemblance to hero types
found in other literatures and analyzes why
the Bible depicts its heroes less gloriously than
do texts from other cultures. Ultimately, he
excavates how the Bible’s unique perspective
on heroism can address our own deep-seated
need for human-scale heroes.
“In this passionate, erudite, beautifully written book, Elliott Rabin makes a compelling
spiritual and literary case for the flawed biblical hero. Drawing on sources ranging from
rabbinic commentators to Shakespeare, he
reminds us why generations of Jews over the
millennia have embraced the biblical heroes
as contemporaries, urging human beings
in all our brokenness to aspire to spiritual
greatness.”—Yossi Klein Halevi, senior fellow,
Shalom Hartman Institute, Jerusalem
“Offers us fresh insights into Abraham, Samson, Esther, and other characters, and forever
changes how we experience their triumphs
and struggles.” —Rabbi Elie Kaunfer, CEO,
The Hadar Institute
336 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 Indexes
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1324-9

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Recently Released

Cain v. Abel

Radiance

A Jewish Courtroom Drama

Creative Mitzvah Living

RABBI DAN ORNSTEIN

DANNY SIEGEL
EDITED BY RABBI NEAL GOLD
FOREWORD BY
RABBI JOSEPH TELUSHKIN

Come, take your seat as a juror on the Cain
v. Abel trial. The prosecution and defense
attorneys—angels from Jewish legend—will
soon call Cain, Abel, Sin, Adam, Eve, great
commentators of Jewish tradition, and God
to the witness stand to unpack the emotional,
societal, and spiritual influences underlying the world’s first murder. As each of us
grapples with Cain’s actions, we confront our
own darkest traits. If Cain is a stand-in for all
humanity, what can we do to avoid becoming
like him?
“What a compelling piece of legitimate
courtroom theater! I know the biblical story
inside out. If challenged, I could possibly
recite it by heart. And yet, as I read Cain v.
Abel, it felt almost as though I hadn’t ever
encountered it before—that’s how clever and
interesting this way of reading the text struck
me.”—Rabbi Martin S. Cohen, Shelter Rock
Jewish Center, Roslyn, New York
“A riveting read, and a chance to expand
our own humanity at the same time.”
—Rabbi Bradley Shavit Artson, Dean,
Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies, American
Jewish University
232 pp. • 6 x 9 • Discussion and activity guide
$23.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1467-3
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The Selected Prose and Poetry of Danny Siegel

This first anthology of the most important
writings by Danny Siegel, spanning and modernizing fifty years of his insights intersperses
soulful Jewish texts with innovative Mitzvah
ideas to rouse individuals and communities to
transform our lives, communities, and world.
“No one has inspired the Jewish community
o perform acts of kindness more than
Danny Siegel, and this comprehensive collection of his most radiant works sings out to us
all. Radiance is a spiritual masterpiece!”
—Rabbi David Ellenson, chancellor emeritus,
Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute
of Religion
“In a classic comic book trope, a hitherto ordinary person is hit by a powerful, mysterious ray
and becomes endowed with superpowers. If
you allow yourself to be hit by this collection’s
rays of love and life wisdom, you will emerge a
Mitzvah superhero.”—Rabbi Yitz Greenberg,
author of For the Sake of Heaven and Earth: The
New Encounter between Judaism and Christianity
400 pp. • 6 x 9
$26.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1502-1

Recently Released

Unbinding Isaac

Thinking about God

The Significance of the Akedah for
Modern Jewish Thought

Jewish Views

AARON KOLLER
Unbinding Isaac assembles multiple strands of
thought and modern knowledge of ancient
human sacrifice to offers an original reading
of the Akedah. Although the biblical God
would like to want child sacrifice, a remarkable
display of devotion, he more so does not want
child sacrifice. Some of Israel’s neighbors
saw human sacrifice as religiously inspiring,
but, this story teaches, an authentically religious act cannot be done through the harm of
another human being.
“One would have thought that centuries of
dissecting twenty-odd verses of Genesis from
every perspective imaginable have exhausted
their meaning. Yet Koller, with his erudite
grasp of both biblical literature and the
longue durée of the Jewish interpretive
tradition, unbinds the Akedah to reveal its
philosophical and theological grandeur.”
—James A. Diamond, Joseph and
Wolf Lebovic Chair of Jewish Studies,
University of Waterloo
“Unbinding Isaac should be required reading
for all of us seeking the voice of the ethical
imperative in religious community.”
—Yehuda Kurtzer, president, Shalom
Hartman Institute of North America

RABBI KARI H. TULING
Who—or what—is God? Is God like a person?
Does God have a gender? Does God have a
special relationship with the Jewish people?
Does God intervene in our lives? If God is
good, why does evil persist? In investigating
how Jewish thinkers from the biblical to the
postmodern era have approached such questions and highlighting the interplay between
texts over time, Rabbi Kari H Tuling elucidates
many compelling—and contrasting—ways to
think about God in Jewish tradition.
“In guiding the reader to think in different
ways about God, Rabbi Kari H. Tuling proves
herself a master pedagogue who engages the
reader on every page. This is an important religious book!”—Rabbi David Ellenson, chancellor emeritus, Hebrew Union College–Jewish
Institute of Religion
“In leading the reader beyond conventional
texts on Jewish thought, this work has much
in common with the creative, groundbreaking
theological reflections of Buber, Levinas, and
Rosenzweig.”—Jonathan R. Slater, director,
Jewish Studies Program, State University of
New York, Plattsburgh
424 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index
$32.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1301-0

264 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 illustrations, 2 indexes
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1473-4

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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JPS Essential Reference Library
The JPS Essential Reference Library includes books of key interest to rabbis,
cantors, educators, and seminary students. For information about each book
visit nebraskapress.unl.edu/jps-essential-reference-library/
Tanakh
(See pp. 14–15)

Miqra'ot Gedolot
The Commentators’ Bible series (see p. 18)

Bible Commentary
The JPS Torah Commentary Series (see p. 16)
The JPS Bible Commentary Series (see pp. 16–17)

Parasha Commentary
The JPS B’nai Mitzvah Torah Commentary
RABBI JEFFREY K. SALKIN

$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1252-5
JPS Study Bible Series
The JPS Rashi Discussion Torah Commentary
STEVEN AND SARAH LEVY

$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1269-3
JPS Study Bible Series
The Heart of Torah, Vol. 1
Essays on the Weekly Torah Portion: Genesis and Exodus
The Heart of Torah, Vol. 2
Essays on the Weekly Torah Portion: Leviticus, Numbers,
and Deuteronomy
RABBI SHAI HELD
FOREWORD BY RABBI YITZ GREENBERG

Volume 1: $24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1271-6
Volume 2: $24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1300-3
Gift Set: $80.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1305-8
A Year with the Sages
Wisdom on the Weekly Torah Portion
RABBI REUVEN HAMMER

$28.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1311-9
JPS Daily Inspiration Series
A Year with Mordecai Kaplan
Wisdom on the Weekly Torah Portion
RABBI STEVEN CARR REUBEN
FOREWORD BY RABBI DAVID A. TEUTSCH

$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1272-3
JPS Daily Inspiration Series
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JPS Essential Reference Library
Bible-related Classics
The Legends of the Jews, 2-volume set
LOUIS GINZBERG
FOREWORD BY DAVID M. STERN

$150.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0709-5
Outside the Bible, 3-volume set
Ancient Jewish Writings Related to Scripture
EDITED BY LOUIS H. FELDMAN,
JAMES L. KUGEL, AND
LAWRENCE H. SCHIFFMAN

$300.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0933-4
Chanting the Hebrew Bible, Second
Expanded Edition
The Art of Cantillation
JOSHUA R. JACOBSON

$90.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1223-5

Holidays
The JPS Holiday Anthologies
EDITED BY ABRAHAM E. MILLGRAM
The Sabbath Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1314-0
EDITED BY PHILIP GOODMAN
The Rosh Hashanah Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1315-7
The Yom Kippur Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1316-4
The Sukkot and Simhat
Torah Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1317-1

Celebrating the Jewish Year, 3-volume set
PAUL STEINBERG
EDITED BY JANET GREENSTEIN POTTER

$60.00 • paperback set • 978-0-8276-0902-0
The JPS Commentary on the Haggadah
Historical Introduction, Translation,
and Commentary
JOSEPH TABORY
FOREWORD BY DAVID M. STERN

$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0858-0
A Passover Haggadah
Go Forth and Learn
RABBI DAVID SILBER WITH RACHEL FURST

$18.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0925-9

The Hanukkah Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1318-8
The Purim Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1319-5
The Passover Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1320-1
The Shavuot Anthology
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1321-8
The JPS Holiday Anthologies,
8-volume set
$175.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1352-2

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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JPS Anthologies of Jewish Thought
The Rise of Reform Judaism
A Sourcebook of Its European Origins

Modern Orthodox Judaism
A Documentary History

W. GUNTHER PLAUT
FOREWORD BY SOLOMON B. FREEHOF
NEW INTRODUCTION BY
HOWARD A. BERMAN

ZEV ELEFF
FOREWORD BY JACOB J. SCHACTER

$30.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1216-7

The Growth of Reform Judaism
American and European Sources
W. GUNTHER PLAUT
FOREWORD BY JACOB K. SHANKMAN
NEW INTRODUCTION BY
HOWARD A. BERMAN
NEW EPILOGUE BY DAVID ELLENSON
WITH SELECT DOCUMENTS, 1975–2008

$30.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1217-4

$40.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1257-0

A Kabbalah and Jewish
Mysticism Reader
DANIEL M. HORWITZ

$45.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1256-3

The Zionist Ideas
Visions for the Jewish Homeland—
Then, Now, Tomorrow
GIL TROY
FOREWORD BY NATAN SHARANSKY

$34.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1255-6

Modern Conservative Judaism
Evolving Thought and Practice
ELLIOT N. DORFF
FOREWORD BY JULIE SCHONFELD

$40.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1310-2
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JPS Essential Reference Library

Adult Education
Turning Points in Jewish History
MARC J. ROSENSTEIN

$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1263-1

The Talmud of Relationships, Volume 2
The Jewish Community and Beyond
RABBI AMY SCHEINERMAN

$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1356-0

Path of the Prophets
The Ethics-Driven Life
RABBI BARRY L. SCHWARTZ

$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1309-6

The Land of Truth
Talmud Tales, Timeless Teachings
JEFFREY L. RUBENSTEIN

$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1308-9

Swimming in the Sea of Talmud
Lessons for Everyday Living
MICHAEL KATZ AND
GERSHON SCHWARTZ

$30.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0607-4

A Bride for One Night
Talmud Tales
RUTH CALDERON
TRANSLATED BY ILANA KURSHAN

$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1209-9

The Talmud of Relationships, Volume 1
God, Self, and Family
RABBI AMY SCHEINERMAN

$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1264-8

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Bibles

JPS Tanakh
Regarded throughout the English-speaking
world as the standard English translation
of the Holy Scriptures, the JPS Tanakh has
been acclaimed by scholars, rabbis, lay
readers, Jews, and Christians alike.
The JPS Tanakh is an entirely original
translation of the Holy Scriptures into
contemporary English, based on the
Masoretic (traditional Hebrew) text.

The translators made use of the entire range of
biblical interpretation: ancient and modern,
Jewish and non-Jewish. The resulting text is a
triumph of literary style and biblical scholarship, unsurpassed in accuracy and clarity.
This is the classic, standard English-only
Tanakh. All editions contain the same onecolumn format of English text. Each biblical
book and weekly reading is marked with the
corresponding name in Hebrew.

Hardcover Edition: Blue with dust jacket

Presentation Paperback Edition: Boxed

The most popular English-only JPS Bible.
Beneath the glossy blue dust jacket is a classic dark blue hardcover binding with gold
lettering. It is an attractive shelf book with an
easy-to-read typeface.

The ideal gift Bible for a bar or bat
mitzvah, wedding, confirmation, or graduation. The inside text is identical to the other
editions but the cover looks and feels like
leather and is more formal than the other editions. Each gift Bible comes in a white box with
a printed cover, suitable for giftwrapping or
giving as is. This lovely Tanakh will become a
treasured keepsake.

1,622 pp. • 6 x 9
$39.95 • 978-0-8276-0252-6

Paperback Edition: Blue
A smaller and lighter-weight
version of the hardcover edition.

1,622 pp. • 5 x 7
$45.00 • Black leatherette • 978-0-8276-0365-3
$45.00 • White leatherette • 978-0-8276-0364-6

1,622 pp. • 5 x 7
$24.95 • 978-0-8276-0366-0

Pocket Paperback Edition: Moss

For a more complete customer guide to
the JPS Tanakhs, visit jps.org.

The most portable version of the JPS Jewish
Bible. Easy to hold and carry, the text is identical to that in the full-sized English-only editions but set much smaller, in two columns. It
fits easily into a handbag, briefcase, backpack,
or jacket pocket. The sturdy coated paper cover
stands up well to heavy use.
1,104 pp. • 4 x 6
$18.00 • 978-0-8276-0877-1
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JPS HebrewEnglish Tanakh
“Virtually every rabbi and library will want
this volume.” —Associated Press
The JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh features the
oldest-known complete Hebrew version of
the Holy Scriptures, side by side with JPS’s
renowned English translation. Its welldesigned format allows for ease of reading
and features clear type, an engaging and
efficient two-column format that enables
readers to move quickly from one language
to the other, and an organization that contemporary readers will find familiar.
The Hebrew text of this Tanakh is based
on the famed Leningrad Codex, the Masoretic text traceable to Aaron ben Moses ben
Asher, ca. 930 CE. Ben Asher researched all
available texts to compile an authoritative
Bible manuscript. In 1010 CE. his work was
revised by Samuel ben Jacob, a scribe in
Egypt. Lost for centuries, the manuscript was
eventually discovered in the mid-nineteenth
century and became known as the Leningrad
Codex. This edition adapts the latest Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgartensia edition of the Leningrad text by correcting errors and providing
modern paragraphing.
The English text in this Tanakh is a
slightly updated version of the acclaimed
1985 JPS translation. Wherever possible, the
results of modern study of the languages and
culture of the ancient Near East have been
brought to bear on the biblical text, which
allows for an English style that is reflective of
the biblical spirit and language rather than of
the era of the translation.

The Torah
The Five Books of Moses
The Torah is the essence of Jewish tradition: it inspires each successive generation. The current JPS translation, based on
classical and modern sources, is acclaimed
for its fidelity to the ancient Hebrew.

Hardcover Edition

Deluxe Hardcover Edition: Navy leatherette
Gilded edges, navy satin ribbon, padded binding
2,040 pp. • 6 x 9
$65.00 • 978-0-8276-0656-2

Student Paperback Edition: Brown leatherette
Flex-binding
2,040 pp. • 6 x 9
$48.95 • 978-0-8276-0697-5

Pocket Paperback Edition: Black leatherette
2,030 pp. • 4 x 6
$26.00 • 978-0-8276-0766-8

also of interest

The Contemporary Torah
Gender-Sensitive Adaptation of the
Original JPS Translation
david e.s. stein
This adaptation of the JPS translation of the
Torah offers readers new perspectives on the
role gender plays in Bible translation.
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0796-5

394 pp. • 6 x 9
$32.00 • 978-0-8276-0015-7

Pocket Paperback Edition
620 pp. • 4 x 6
$22.00 • 978-0-8276-0680-7

Large Paperback Print Edition
620 pp. • 7 x 10
$35.00 • 978-0-8276-0683-8

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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The JPS Torah Commentary Series

The JPS Torah
Commentary Series
Written by four outstanding Torah scholars,
volumes in the JPS Torah Commentary series
represent a fusion of the best of the old and new.
Utilizing the latest research to enhance our understanding of the biblical text, the series takes
its place as one of the most authoritative yet
accessible Bible commentaries of our day.
This JPS Torah Commentary series guides
readers through the words and ideas of the
Torah. Each volume is the work of a scholar who
stands at the pinnacle of his field.
Every page contains the complete traditional
Hebrew text, with cantillation notes, the JPS
translation of the Holy Scriptures, aliyot breaks,
Masoretic notes, and commentary by a distinguished Hebrew Bible scholar, integrating classical and modern sources.
Each volume also contains supplementary
essays that elaborate upon key words and
themes, a glossary of commentators and
sources, extensive bibliographic notes,
and maps.

Genesis

Commentary by Nahum M. Sarna

414 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0326-4

Exodus

Commentary by Nahum M. Sarna

278 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0327-1

Leviticus

Commentary by Baruch A. Levine

284 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0328-8

Numbers

Commentary by Jacob Milgrom

520 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0329-5

Deuteronomy

Commentary by Jeffrey H. Tigay

548 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0330-1

5-volume set

$360.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0331-8
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The JPS Bible
Commentary Series
Michael A. Fishbane, series editor
The award-winning JPS Bible Commentary
series consists of individual volumes on major
books of the Bible. Each volume provides a critical line-by-line commentary on the biblical text
in its original Hebrew, complete with vocalization and cantillation marks, as well as the JPS
English translation.
A scholarly introduction, extensive bibliographic and critical notes, and other explanatory material are included.

The JPS Torah Commentary Series
Haftarot

Esther

Michael Fishbane

Adele Berlin

The first comprehensive commentary on the
haftarot includes a full introduction to the history of the Torah and haftarah readings and
their interrelationships. Each haftarah features
historical, literary, and theological information as well as a detailed commentary on terms,
themes, and language.
700 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0691-3

Recipient of the Prize of the Minister of Science,
Culture, and Sport [of the State of Israel] for
Classical Literature for the year 5762 [2001]

The commentary approaches the book of Esther
from a fresh literary point of view. It includes
essays entitled “When and Where Was the Book
of Esther Written?”; “Sex and Spies”; and
“Rabbinic Interpretation.”
110 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0699-9

Jonah

Uriel Simon

“An outstanding literary and exegetical commentary on the book of Jonah.”—Bibliotheca Sacra
As the haftarah for the Mincha service on the
Day of Atonement, the book of Jonah enjoys a
central place in Jewish liturgy. Its exquisite literary beauty and strong theological appeal make it
one of the most popular and best-known books
of the Hebrew Bible. The intricate structure
of the story and its stylistic niceties are not
exposed for their own sake but as the narrator’s
means of expression. The rich psychology of
the prophet is dealt with as an integral part of
his theology. Jonah requires that sound philological explanation be accompanied by a close
literary reading.
52 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0672-2

Ecclesiastes

Michael V. Fox
“This is an insightful and accessible
commentary that reflects many years of
deep engagement with the text.”
—Journal of Hebrew Scriptures
Ecclesiastes is part of the “wisdom literature”
of the Bible. It concerns itself with universal
philosophical questions rather than events in
the history of Israel and in the Hebrews’ covenant with God. Koheleth, the speaker in this
book, ruminates on what—if anything—has
lasting value, and how—if at all—God interacts
with humankind.
128 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0742-2

Song of Songs

Michael Fishbane
“Michael Fishbane, one of the most penetrating
Bible scholars of our time, has surpassed himself in this magnificent study of Song of Songs,
combining scholarly erudition, poetic sensibility, theological depth, and an unmatched
mastery of the history of interpretation of this
most difficult yet lyrical testimony of love. A
masterpiece of scholarship!”
—Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, emeritus chief
rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of
the British Commonwealth
Song of Songs is a wondrous collection of love
lyrics nestled in the heart of the Hebrew Bible—
songs of passion and praise between a young
maiden and her beloved. It is religious lyric
par excellence. But what is its true meaning?
Is it an expression of human love and passion,
pure and simple? A celebration of the covenant
between God and Israel? Or something else?
400 pp. • 8 x 10
$60.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0741-5

Ruth

Tamara Cohn Eskenazi
and Tikva Frymer-Kensky
National Jewish Book Award Winner;
Barbara Dobkin Award in Women’s Studies

“Ruth, the newest in the JPS Bible Commentary
series, is a magnificent achievement. This commentary by Tamara Cohn Eskenazi and Tikva
Frymer-Kensky is an important addition to the
extant scholarship on this biblical book.”
—Jewish Book World
The moving story of Ruth, with its themes of
loyalty, loving kindness (hesed), and redemption,
is one of the great narratives of the Bible.
216 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0744-6

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Bible-Related Books

The Commentators’
Bible Series
The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot
EDITED, TRANSLATED, AND
ANNOTATED BY MICHAEL CARASIK
“[The JPS Commentators’ Bible] opens the door to
the wisdom of the classic commentators to Jewish students of all levels of Hebrew fluency. The
translations are fluid and accessible, and this important work represents an invaluable invitation
to join the centuries-long conversation of Torah
commentary and interpretation.” —Rabbi Dan
Levin, Temple Beth El, Boca Raton, Florida

Study Guide to the JPS Bible
Commentary: Haftarot
EDITED BY LAURA SUZANNE LIEBER
This supplement is perfect for individuals seeking greater understanding of the haftarot as
independent literary entities and in the larger
context of the Torah cycle and Jewish life; for
leaders of adult education groups who wish to
focus their study on the haftarot; and for b’nai
mitzvah students preparing their divrei Torah.
116 pp. • 8 ½ x 10 ¾
$20.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0718-7

The JPS Commentary on
the Haggadah
Historical Introduction, Translation,
and Commentary
JOSEPH TABORY
FOREWORD BY DAVID M. STERN
The Passover haggadah enjoys an unrivaled
place in Jewish culture, both religious and
secular. Of all the classic Jewish books, the
haggadahis the one most “alive” today. Jews
continue to rewrite, revise, and add to its text,
recasting it so that it remains relevant to their
lives. Joseph Tabory, one of the world’s leading
authorities on the history of the haggadah,
traces the development of the seder and the
haggadah through the ages. The book features
an extended introduction by tabory, the classic
Hebrew haggadah text side by side with its
English translation, and Tabory’s clear and
insightful critical-historical commentary.
168 pp. • 7 x 10 • 16 illustrations
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0858-0
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“Anyone who is unfamiliar with medieval commentary, or who is unable to study the commentators
in the original Hebrew, will find The Commentators’
Bible a worthy addition to his or her bookshelves.
Carasik has done a real service making this material available.” —The Reporter

Genesis

504 pp. • 9 x 12
$90.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0942-6
The biblical commentaries known as Miqra’ot
Gedolot have inspired and educated generations
of Hebrew readers. In Genesis, the final volume of
the acclaimed Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot Commentators’ Bible series, the voices of Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, Nachmanides, Rashbam, Abarbanel, Kimhi,
and other medieval Bible commentators come
alive, speaking in a contemporary English translation annotated for lay readers. This large-format
volume is beautifully designed for easy navigation
among the Hebrew Bible text and the 1917 and
1985 JPS translations.

Exodus

368 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0812-2

Leviticus

270 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0897-9

Numbers

360 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0921-1

Deuteronomy

296 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0939-6

5-volume set

$360.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1351-5

Bible-Related Books

Outside the Bible, 3-volume set
Ancient Jewish Writings
Related to Scripture
EDITED BY LOUIS H. FELDMAN, JAMES L.
KUGEL, AND LAWRENCE H. SCHIFFMAN
Winner of the 2014 National Jewish Book Award
for Scholarship
Winner of the 2014 Judaica Reference Award from
the Association of Jewish Libraries
“This publication is a gold mine. The series is
beautifully printed and bound. On display are the
creative geniuses of Second Temple Judaism who
have excited both Jews and Christians. The insights
shared in the commentaries are superb.”
—James H. Charlesworth, Bible History Daily
“Biblical scholars, Second Temple period historians,
and Jewish educators will find themselves consulting Outside the Bible regularly.”—Igal German, Society
of Biblical Literature

The Bible’s Many Voices
MICHAEL CARASIK
By providing tools for distinguishing
the different voices (mythic, historical,
prophetic, theological, legal) of the many
writers of the Bible, The Bible’s Many Voices
reveals what the Bible actually says, as a
book of history, religion, and literature,
and convincingly explains how politically
or theologically motivated choices from
the biblical past influenced today's text.
384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 9 tables • Index
$31.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0935-8

From Gods to God
How the Bible Debunked,
Suppressed, or Changed Ancient
Myths and Legends

“Outside the Bible will replace classic earlier antholo-

AVIGDOR SHINAN AND
YAIR ZAKOVITCH TRANSLATED BY
VALERIE ZAKOVITCH

“Breathtaking in its scope and eminently satisfying

A provocative examination and recovery
of the ancient myths and legends that the
Bible transformed, buried, or changed in
order to fit a monotheistic worldview.

gies as the premier compendium of primary texts for
scholars and teachers of the period.”
—Hindy Najman, Jewish Review of Books
in its execution, Outside the Bible will prove to be an
indispensable reference for every scholar of the Hebrew Bible, Second Temple Judaism, the New Testament, and early Christianity.”—Bart D. Ehrman,
James A. Gray Professor, Department of Religious
Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The work of more than seventy contributing experts
in a range of fields, Outside the Bible offers new
insights into the development of Judaism and Early
Christianity. This three-volume set of translation,
introductions, and detailed commentaries is a musthave for scholars, students, and anyone interested in
this great body of ancient Jewish writings.
3,302 pp. • 8 x 10 • Index
$300.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0933-4
Extra shipping charges apply

320 pp. • 6 x 9 • 6 tables, 1 glossary • Index
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0908-2

The Gods Are Broken!
The Hidden Legacy of Abraham
RABBI JEFFREY K. SALKIN
Jeffrey Salkin explores Judaism’s most famous nonbiblical story —Abraham’s shattering of his father’s gods —and describes
how this legend has become a model for
Jewish views on the world.
176 pp. • 51/2 x 81/2
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0931-0

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Joseph
Portraits through the Ages
ALAN T. LEVENSON
This biography of Joseph illuminates one of
the most colorful and complex characters in
the Bible through the eyes of Jewish tradition
and modern historical and literary scholarship.
“Even those who think that they know the story
will find much to contrast and compare and
much to learn in this fascinating account of
how the later generations found themselves in
the age-old story of Joseph and his brothers.”
—Rabbi Jack Riemer, Jewish Advocate
312 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index
$32.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1250-1

Thinking about the Torah
A Philosopher Reads the Bible

The Bible on Location
Off the Beaten Path in Ancient
and Modern Israel
JULIE BARETZ
This innovative guidebook takes readers to
twenty-one off-the-beaten-path locations
in Israel where Bible stories are said to have
happened. Julie Baretz’s lively narratives draw
on history, archaeology, academic scholarship,
and rabbinic literature for interpretations that
enhance the meaning of the biblical events.
“Julie Baretz’s impressive knowledge of history and Bible combined with her awesome
aesthetic perspective and credible imagination
transform our travels into what feels like a
magic carpet ride.”—Rabbi Norman M. Cohen
376 pp. • 6 x 9 • 26 color photographs, 25 color
maps, 1 timeline, 1 appendix
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1222-8

KENNETH SEESKIN
Drawing on Western philosophy and particularly Jewish philosophy, Kenneth Seeskin
delves into ten core biblical verses and the
powerful ideas that emerge from them. He
speaks to readers on every page and invites
conversation about topics central to human
existence: how finite beings can relate to the
infinite, what love is, the role of ethics in religion, and the meaning of holiness.
“Seeskin writes beautifully. He is a master
teacher, and hence his book has a directness
and simplicity about it that is captivating, and
even stunning at times.”—Michael L. Morgan,
coeditor of The Cambridge Companion to Modern
Jewish Philosophy
222 pp. • 6 x 9
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1262-4

Justice for All
How the Jewish Bible
Revolutionized Ethics
JEREMIAH UNTERMAN
Justice for All demonstrates that the Jewish Bible,
by radically changing the course of ethical
thought, exercised enormous influence on
Jewish thought itself and also laid the basis for
Christianity and the broader development of
modern Western civilization. Unterman explains
how key concepts of the Jewish Bible represented a moral advance over Ancient Near East cultures, and how the Bible’s unique invention of
ethical monotheism, innovative understanding
of covenantal law, and revolutionary messages
from the prophets form the foundation of many
of the ideals of Western civilization.
320 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 indexes
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1270-9
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JPS Guides

Dictionary of Jewish Words

The Jewish Bible

JOYCE EISENBERG AND ELLEN SCOLNIC

THE JEWISH PUBLICATION SOCIETY
WITH ADVISORS SHALOM PAUL,
FRED GREENSPAHN, AND
ZIONY ZEVIT

“Highly recommended.” —Choice
Organized in an A to Z format for easy reference,
the Dictionary of Jewish Words contains 1,200 entries
derived from Yiddish, Hebrew, Aramaic, and
English.
250 pp. • 7 x 10
$18.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0832-0

American Jewish History
NORMAN H. FINKELSTEIN

This book describes Jewish life from the time
of the early settlers to the period of massive immigration that flooded the cities, to the incredible
growth of Jews in positions of influence in business, politics, and the arts.
221 pp. • 7 x 10
$25.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0810-8

Best Jewish Books for
Children and Teens
LINDA R. SILVER

“A superbly informative and enjoyable gem of a
book for librarians, educators, and parents needing to find that right Jewish-content book for a
specific child.” —Ottawa Jewish Bulletin
Here is a top librarian’s guide to the best writing,
illustrations, reader appeal, and authentically
Jewish content in picture books, fiction, and
nonfiction for early childhood through the high
school years. Includes classics and today’s best
sellers, along with hundreds of others. Each entry
includes a succinct descripton of the book and
author plus Silver’s own insights on what makes it
worth reading. Included are title, subject, author,
and illustrator indexes, title-grouping by reading
level, and lists of award winners.
375 pp. • 7 x 10
$20.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0903-7

“The Jewish Publication Society has produced a
concise guide that will help anyone engaged in
Bible study.” —ajl Newsletter
“This book will be a welcome addition to the libraries of synagogues, yeshivas, colleges, and
churches, as well as to the library of any lay
person.” —Review of Biblical Literature
300 pp. • 7 x 10
$30.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0851-1

Jewish Traditions
RONALD L. EISENBERG

“The JPS Guide to Jewish Traditions is the jewel in
the crown, to date, in the esteemed . . . reference series. It’s the perfect gift for the curious
Jew, scholar, or layperson.” —Jewish Exponent
“Offers a startling range of wisdom, history,
and nuance behind every Jewish custom.”
  —Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin, author of Putting God
on the Guest List
752 pp. • 7 x 10
$45.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0882-5

American Jewish Fiction
JOSH LAMBERT

This volume is a fiction reader’s dream: a
guide to 125 remarkable works of fiction,
including a wide range of classic American
Jewish novels and story collections, from 1867
to the present.
250 pp. • 7 x 10
$20.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0883-2

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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New
In Case You Missed It: Recent Gems

A New Hasidism

Typically Jewish

EDITED BY ARTHUR GREEN AND
ARIEL EVAN MAYSE

352 pp. • 6 x 9
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1302-7

Roots

432 pp. • 6 x 9
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1306-5

A New Hasidism
Branches

EDITED BY ARTHUR GREEN AND
ARIEL EVAN MAYSE

NANCY KALIKOW MAXWELL

Turning Points in Jewish History
MARC J. ROSENSTEIN
480 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 genealogies, 5 maps, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1263-1

496 pp. • 6 x 9
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1307-2

Path of the Prophets

Abraham Joshua Heschel

352 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1309-6

The Ethics-Driven Life
RABBI BARRY L. SCHWARTZ

Mind, Heart, Soul
EDWARD K. KAPLAN
488 pp. • 6 x 9 • 6 x 913 photographs, index
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1474-1

In This Hour
Heschel's Writings in Nazi Germany
and London Exile

ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL
FOREWORD BY SUSANNAH HESCHEL
EDITED AND ANNOTATED BY
HELEN PLOTKIN
TRANSLATIONS BY STEPHEN LEHMANN
AND MARION FABER

240 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 illustrations
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1322-5
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In Case You Missed It: Recent Gems
New

A Bride for One Night

Children/Holocaust Education

Talmud Tales

Terrible Things

RUTH CALDERON
TRANSLATED BY ILANA KURSHAN
184 pp. • 6 x 9
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1209-9

The Talmud of Relationships, Volume 1
God, Self, and Family
RABBI AMY SCHEINERMAN
296 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1264-8

The Talmud of Relationships, Volume 2
The Jewish Community and Beyond
RABBI AMY SCHEINERMAN
296 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1356-0

The Land of Truth

An Allegory of the Holocaust
EVE BUNTING
ILLUSTRATED BY STEPHEN GAMMELL

The animals in the clearing were content
until the Terrible Things came, capturing all
creatures with feathers. Little Rabbit wondered what was wrong with feathers, but his
fellow animals silenced him. “Just mind your
own business, Little Rabbit. We don’t want
them to get mad at us.”
A recommended text in Holocaust education programs across the United States, this
unique introduction to the Holocaust encourages young children to stand up for what they
think is right, without waiting for others to
join them.
For ages 6 and up
32 pp. • 7 x 9 • 16 Illustrations
$16.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0325-7
$11.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0507-7

Talmud Tales, Timeless Teachings
JEFFREY L. RUBENSTEIN
328 pp. • 6 x 9
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1308-9

Visit the JPS website to view more books
for children and young adults

Young Adult
The Violin Players
EILEEN BLUESTONE SHERMAN

Melissa Jensen’s life takes a dramatic turn
when her father accepts a teaching assignment in a small town in the remote Midwest,
far from her home in New York City. Though
the college town seems to offer more than
she ever suspected, for the first time in her
life Melissa must personally navigate antisemitism and racism. Her choice to speak
out should be clear-cut, but life is never that
simple. The Violin Players examines the price
we pay when bigotry is met with silence.
120 pp. • 5 1/2 x 8 1/2
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1517-5
Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Great Gifts
JPS has great books for holidays, lifecycle events, and other special occasions
for any occasion
Celebrating the Jewish Year
3-volume set

Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
$60.00 • paperback

The Mitzvah Torah
The Five Books of Moses
$30.00 • hardcover

Seasons of Our Joy

A Modern Guide to the Jewish Holidays
Rabbi Arthur O. Waskow
$22.95 • paperback

The JPS Holiday Anthologies
8-volume set

Edited by Philip Goodman and
Abraham E. Millgram
$175.00 • paperback

The Heart of Torah,
Gift Set

Essays on the Weekly Torah Portion
Rabbi Shai Held
$80.00 • hardcover

The Sabbath Anthology

Abraham E. Millgram
$27.95 • paperback

purim
The Purim Anthology
Philip Goodman
$27.95 • paperback

The Day the Rabbi
Disappeared

Jewish Holiday Tales of Magic
Howard Schwartz
Illustrated by Monique Passicot
$13.00 • paperback

The JPS Bible Commentary:
Esther

Adele Berlin
$40.00 • hardcover

passover

shavuot

The Passover Anthology

The Shavuot Anthology

Philip Goodman
$27.95 • paperback

Philip Goodman
$27.95 • paperback

The JPS Bible Commentary:
Song of Songs

The JPS Bible Commentary:
Ruth

The Traditional Hebrew Text with the
New JPS Translation
Commentary by Michael Fishbane
$60.00 • hardcover

Tamara Cohn Eskenazi
and Tikva Frymer-Kensky
$40.00 • hardcover

A Passover Haggadah

Selma Kritzer Silverberg
$19.95 • paperback

Go Forth and Learn
Rabbi David Silber with
Rachel Furst
$18.00 • paperback

The JPS Commentary
on the Haggadah

Historical Introduction, Translation,
and Commentary
Joseph Tabory
$40.00 • hardcover

Haggadah and History

Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi
$95.00 • hardcover

Celebrating the Jewish Year:
The Spring and Summer
Holidays

Passover, Shavuot, The Omer, Tisha B’Av
Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
$26.95 • paperback

A Survivor’s Haggadah

Written, designed, and illustrated
by Yosef Dov Sheinson
Edited by Saul Touster
$55.00 • hardcover

The Song of Songs

The Honeybee in the Garden
Debra Band
$75.00 • hardcover

Deluxe Edition

$100.00 • hardcover

Naomi’s Song

Judaism’s Great Debates

Timeless Controversies from
Abraham to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 • paperback

rosh hashanah/
yom kippur
The Rosh Hashanah
Anthology
Philip Goodman
$27.95 • paperback

The Yom Kippur Anthology
Philip Goodman
$27.95 • paperback

Entering the High Holy Days

A Complete Guide to the History,
Prayers, and Themes
Reuven Hammer
$24.95 • paperback

Celebrating the Jewish Year:
The Fall Holidays

Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot
Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
$26.95 • paperback

The Five Megilloth and Jonah
Introductions by H. L. Ginsberg
$12.95 • paperback

The JPS Bible Commentary:
Jonah
Uriel Simon
$40.00 • hardcover
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Great Gifts
sukkot/simhat tor ah
The Sukkot and Simhat Torah
Anthology
Philip Goodman
$27.95 • paperback

hanukkah
The Hanukkah Anthology
Philip Goodman
$27.95 • paperback

Celebrating the Jewish Year:
The Winter Holidays

Hanukkah, Tu B’shevat, Purim
Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
Illustrated by Adam Rhine
$26.95 • paperback

The Kids’ Catalog of
Hanukkah
David A. Adler
$19.95 • paperback

JPS Illustrated
Children’s Bible

Retold by Ellen Frankel
Illustrated by Avi Katz
$35.00 • hardcover

tu b'shvat
Trees, Earth, and Torah

A Tu B’Shvat Anthology
Edited by Ari Elon, Arthur Waskow,
and Naomi Mara Hyman
$35.00 • paperback

b'nai mitzvah,
confirmation,
high school
gr aduation
JPS Tanakh: The Holy
Scriptures, Presentation
Editions

The New JPS Translation According
to the Traditional Hebrew Text
$45.00 • each volume paperback

The JPS Rashi Discussion
Torah Commentary
Steven and Sarah Levy
$19.95 • paperback

Twentieth-Century Jewish
Religious Thought
Edited by Arthur A. Cohen
and Paul Mendes-Flohr
$60.00 • paperback

Bar Mitzvah, a History

The Contemporary Torah

Rabbi Michael Hilton
$30.00 • paperback

A Gender-Sensitive Adaptation of the
Original JPS Translation
David E. S. Stein
$34.95 • hardcover

Jewish Traditions

JPS Guide
Ronald L. Eisenberg
$45.00 • paperback

Judaism’s Great Debates

The Jewish Bible

A JPS Guide
With advisors Shalom Paul, Fred
Greenspahn, and Ziony Zevit
$30.00 • paperback

Judaism’s Great Debates

Timeless Controversies from
Abraham to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 • paperback

Timeless Controversies from
Abraham to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 • paperback

Jewish Law, 4-volume set

History, Sources, Principles
Menachem Elon
$385.00 • hardcover

Jews and Medicine

American Jewish History
A JPS Guide
Norman H. Finkelstein
$25.00 • paperback

Religion, Culture, Science
Edited by Natalia Berger
$50.00 • hardcover

The Song of Songs

Dictionary of Jewish Words

Joyce Eisenberg and Ellen Scolnic
$18.00 • paperback

The Honeybee in the Garden
Debra Band
$75.00 • hardcover
  Delexe Edition
   $100.00 hardcover

The Commentators’ Bible
Series

college
gr aduation,
ordination
JPS Tanakh: The Holy
Scriptures, Presentation
Editions

The New JPS Translation According
to the Traditional Hebrew Text
$45.00 • paperback, each volume
(b&w presentation editions)

The Legends of the Jews,
2-volume set

The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot
Michael Carasik
5-vol. set $360.00

See p. 18

The JPS Torah Commentary
Series
See p. 16
The JPS Bible Commentary
Series
See pp. 16–17

Louis Ginzberg
$150.00 • hardcover

The JPS B'nai Mitzvah Torah
Commentary
Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin
$29.95 • paperback

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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From the University of Nebraska Press

The Great Kosher Meat
War of 1902

Immigrant Housewives and the Riots That
Shook New York City
SCOTT D. SELIGMAN

“A highly readable and enjoyable account
of this little-known episode in American
history. Highly recommended, especially
for those interested in American history and
Jewish history, as well as gender and labor
studies.”—Library Journal, starred review
“Master storyteller Scott D. Seligman weaves
together the disparate narratives of New
York’s 1902 kosher meat boycott, America’s
first and only chief rabbi, and the notorious Meat Trust. Deeply researched and
engagingly written, The Great Kosher Meat
War of 1902 takes its delighted readers back
in time to the teeming streets of the Lower
East Side and the rough-and-tumble world
of its immigrant Jews.”—Pamela S. Nadell,
author of America’s Jewish Women: A History
from Colonial Times to Today
“Anticipating both the consumer movement
and contemporary Jewish women’s activism,
The Great Kosher Meat War of 1902 shows how
commerce, labor, food, and gender explosively combined at a tempestuous moment
in the history of New York City.”—Jonathan
D. Sarna, University Professor and Joseph
H. & Belle R. Braun Professor of American
Jewish History at Brandeis University, and
author of American Judaism: A History
312 pp. • 6 x 9 • 22 photographs,
11 illustrations, 1 map, 1 chronology, index
$32.95 • hardcover • 978-1-64012-358-8
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In the wee hours of May 15, 1902, three thousand
Jewish women quietly took up positions on the
streets of Manhattan’s Lower East Side. Convinced by
the latest jump in the price of kosher meat that they
were being gouged, they assembled in squads of five,
intent on shutting down every kosher butcher shop in
New York’s Jewish quarter.
What was conceived as a nonviolent effort did not
remain so for long. Customers who crossed the
picket lines were heckled and assaulted, their
parcels of meat hurled into the gutters. Butchers
who remained open were attacked, their windows
smashed, stocks ruined, equipment destroyed. Brutal
blows from police nightsticks sent women to local
hospitals and to court. But soon Jewish housewives
throughout the area took to the streets in solidarity, while the butchers either shut their doors or
had them shut for them. The newspapers called it a
modern Jewish Boston Tea Party.
The Great Kosher Meat War of 1902 tells the twin
stories of mostly uneducated female immigrants
who discovered their collective consumer power
and of the Beef Trust, the midwestern cartel that
conspired to keep meat prices high despite efforts by
the U.S. government to curtail its nefarious practices.
With few resources and little experience but a great
deal of steely determination, this group of women
organized themselves into a potent fighting force
and, in their first foray into the political arena in their
adopted country, successfully challenged powerful
vested corporate interests and set a pattern for future
generations to follow.
Scott D. Seligman is a writer and historian. He is
the author of several books, including the awardwinning The Third Degree: The Triple Murder That Shook
Washington and Changed American Criminal Justice
(Potomac Books, 2018) and The First Chinese American:
The Remarkable Life of Wong Chin Foo. His articles have
appeared in the Washington Post and the Seattle Times,
among other publications.

From the University of Nebraska Press

Good Neighbors,
Bad Times Revisited
New Echoes of My
Father’s German Village
MIMI SCHWARTZ
Ten years after the original publication of
Good Neighbors, Bad Times, an unexpected
letter leads Mimi Schwartz to revisit the story
of her father’s German village during the
Third Reich.
“In this new edition Mimi Schwartz brings
us back to her father’s ancestral village of
Rexingen in the German Black Forest to show
us that, generations later, it still has much to
teach us about decency then and now.”
—Frank Mecklenburg, director of research
and chief archivist of the Leo Baeck Institute
“Mimi Schwartz reminds us how close
we are (in time, in danger, in sentiment) to
the horrific past, but that, even then, individual stories from everyday people show us
grace and goodness and generosity despite
the suffering.”—Patrick Madden, author
of Disparates
“The meaning of ‘neighbor’ gains an utterly
new dimension.”—Alicia Ostriker, poet
laureate of New York State
318 pp. • 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 • 25 photographs,
2 illustrations
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2120-9

Touched with Fire

Morris B. Abram and the Battle against
Racial and Religious Discrimination
DAVID E. LOWE
Winner of the National Jewish Book Award
for Biography

Rising from humble origins, by the end
of his life Morris B. Abram could boast a
résumé that included, among countless other
achievements, participation in the prosecution of Nazi war criminals, service as the first
general counsel of the Peace Corps, and the
presidency of the American Jewish Committee
and Brandeis University—all while gaining
prominence as a highly successful trial lawyer.
Encompassing many of the contentious issues
we still face today, such as legislative apportionment, affirmative action, campus unrest,
and the enforcement of international human
rights, Abram’s varied career sheds light on
our own troubled times.
“There may not be another Morris Abram,
but his largeness of spirit and ability to stay
on a consistently principled path serves as an
inspiration to future public servants.”
—Jay P. Lefkowitz, Commentary Magazine
“Throughout Touched With Fire, Lowe ably
shows how legal victories do not happen
through mere force of moral suasion, but as
campaigns, carefully coordinated and stagemanaged with other stakeholders.”
—Sean Keeley, American Interest
320 pp. • 6 x 9 • 12 photographs, 1 illustration,
1 timeline, index
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-1-64012-096-9
Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Orders & Customer Service

International Ordering Information

The Jewish Publication Society
University of Nebraska Press
c/o Longleaf Services, Inc.
116 S Boundary Street
Chapel Hill nc 27514-3808
phone 800-848-6224
			
919-966-7449
fax
800-272-6817
			
919-962-2704

canada

Ampersand
phone 866-736-5620
email info@codasat.com

uk, europe, asia, the pacific, australia,
new zealand, middle east, and africa

orders@longleafservices.org

Combined Academic Publishers ltd.
phone 44(0)-1423-526350
online combinedacademic.co.uk
email orders@combinedacademic.co.uk

jps.org

all others

email

online catalog

Order directly from the publisher

Many Jewish Publication Society ebooks may be obtained from most ebook vendors.

Visit jps.org for more information and a complete list of JPS books
You can also purchase books, sign up for electronic news, and learn more about sales and
special offers online. To make a tax-deductible donation or inquire about supporting a program
or a book publication, please contact JPS director Rabbi Barry Schwartz at 215-832-0607 or
bschwartz@jps.org or visit jps.org.
Prices shown are effective January 1, 2021, and are subject to change without notice.

Visit the JPS website
jps.org
• Easy access to nearly 300 books
• Quick links to the JPS Tanakhs and
esteemed Bible commentaries
• Updated subject categories for easy
browsing in a topic of your choice
• The complete JPS backlist is available
with descriptions and book covers.
Honoring or memorializing a loved one?
Make a donation or visit the “Dedicate a
book” page and pick from our many works
in progress (see “Support”).
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Teaching a course?
Don’t miss the new Curriculum Guide
of top JPS books for undergraduate and
adult education classes, prepared by
JPS director Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
(see “Resources”). Topics include:
Bible Studies, Rabbinic Studies, Jewish
Thought, Jewish Ethics and Liturgy,
Jewish History, Holocaust, and Israel.
Building a Jewish library?
Check out the list of must-have JPS
classics (see “Resources”).

Order Form
The Jewish Publication Society
University of Nebraska Press
c/o Longleaf Services, Inc.
116 S Boundary Street
Chapel Hill, nc 27514-3808

email: customerservice @ longleafservices.org
online: jps.org
phone: 800-848-6224 or 919-966-7449
fax: 800-272-6817 or 919-962-2704

Prices are subject to change without notice. Individuals must prepay.
Qty

Author/Title

Price

Shipping charges in the U.S. are $6.00 for the first
book ($10.00 for Outside the Bible) and $1.00 for each
additional book. For international orders, please
see page 28.

Books total
Shipping charge

Residents of these states, please pay sales tax according to
your state and local rate: AZ, CA, CO, CT, DC, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MA, MD,
MN, NC, NE, NJ, NM, NV, NY, OH, OK, PA, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA,
WI, and WY.

Total

Payment method

Check enclosed

Discover

Account #

Visa

MasterCard

Am Ex

Expiration Date

Signature			
Phone #

Email

			

Ship to
Name
Address

City/State							Zip
Daytime phone (in case of questions)
Email address

I would like to join jps’s opt-in email list for new book announcements and special offers.

(We will not share your email address with any other company)

Text Adoption and Examination Copy Policy

Educators who wish to consider JPS books for course adoption may request examination copies.
Paperback editions are available to educators for $6.00 per book. Hardcover editions are available to educators at a 30%
discount. If you adopt the book for your course, the examination copy will become your desk copy. Examination copies
may not be returned for credit.
To obtain an examination copy, you will need to mail or fax us your request on institutional letterhead (or email same
as a pdf) and provide the following information: Name, address, phone number, and e-mail address, course for which
the book is being considered, whether the course is undergraduate or graduate level, projected enrollment, semester the
course will be taught, and indicate if text will be recommended or required. You may also download our online Exam
Copy Request form. Send your requests to: University of Nebraska Press, c/o Longleaf Services, Inc., 116 S Boundary
Street, Chapel Hill nc 27514-3808, customerservice@longleafservices.org or fax to 800-272-6817 or 919-962-2704.
Maximum of three (3) examination copies per six-month period.

Connect with Us

jps.org

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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